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Abstract

Dialogue summarization helps users capture001
salient information from various types of di-002
alogues has received much attention recently.003
However, current works mainly focus on En-004
glish dialogue summarization, leaving other005
languages under exploration. Therefore, we006
present a multi-lingual dialogue summariza-007
tion dataset, namely MSAMSum, which cov-008
ers dialogue-summary pairs in six languages.009
Specifically, we derive MSAMSum from the010
standard SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) using011
sophisticated translation techniques and fur-012
ther employ two methods to ensure the integral013
translation quality and summary factual consis-014
tency. Given the proposed MSAMum, we sys-015
tematically set up five multi-lingual settings016
for this task, including a novel mix-lingual di-017
alogue summarization setting. To illustrate the018
utility of our dataset, we benchmark various019
experiments with pre-trained models under dif-020
ferent settings and report results in both super-021
vised and zero-shot manners. We also discuss022
some future works towards this task to moti-023
vate future researches1.024

1 Introduction025

Recent years have witnessed increased interest026

in dialogue summarization (Feng et al., 2021a;027

Tuggener et al., 2021). It aims to distill the most028

important information from various types of dia-029

logues, which can alleviate the problem of com-030

munication data overload. Towards this research031

direction, various datasets have been proposed to032

promote this task.033

The AMI (Carletta et al., 2005) and ICSI (Janin034

et al., 2003) datasets provide the initial opportu-035

nity for meeting summarization. With the advent036

of data-hungry neural models and pre-trained lan-037

guage models, Gliwa et al. (2019) come up with the038

first high quality large-scale dialogue summariza-039

tion dataset, namely SAMSum, which resurges this040

1Our dataset and codes will be available at: xxx.
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Figure 1: A multi-lingual meeting scenario, in which
multinational people participate in one meeting concur-
rently. It is valuable to provide them with summaries
in a preferred language.

task. Then, various datasets are proposed to meet 041

different needs and scenarios (Chen et al., 2021a; 042

Malykh et al., 2020; Rameshkumar and Bailey, 043

2020; Zhong et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Chen 044

et al., 2021b; Zhang et al., 2021; Fabbri et al., 2021). 045

Despite the encouraging progresses achieved, cur- 046

rent works overwhelmingly focused on English. 047

Meanwhile, with the help of instantaneous transla- 048

tion systems2, a dialogue involving multinational 049

participants becomes more and more common and 050

frequent. Therefore, it is valuable to provide them 051

with dialogue summaries in a preferred language. 052

To this end, we propose a multi-lingual dialogue 053

summarization task. The practical benefits of this 054

task are twofold: it not only provides rapid access 055

to the salient content, but also enables the dissem- 056

ination of relevant content across participants of 057

other languages. Intuitively, to achieve this goal, 058

we need to answer two key questions, one is Where 059

do we get data resources for this multi-lingual re- 060

search? the other is How do we perform various 061

multi-lingual settings? 062

2https://translatebyhumans.com/en/services/
interpretation/zoom/
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For the first question, we seek for potential avail-063

able resources that can support our multi-lingual064

research. Although creating English datasets065

has proven feasible, the need for dialogues and066

summary-written experts in different languages067

makes the collection of multi-lingual datasets068

highly costing or even intractable. To mitigate this069

challenge, we devote our efforts to constructing the070

multi-lingual dataset via sophisticated translation071

techniques following Zhu et al. (2019). Firstly, we072

select SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) as our source073

English dataset because of its large scale and wide074

domain coverage. Then, we translate it into five075

other official languages of the United Nations via076

high-performance translation API, including Chi-077

nese, French, Arabic, Russian and Spanish. Fur-078

thermore, We employ two methods: round-trip079

translation and textual entailment to filter out low-080

quality translations and ensure the factual consis-081

tency at both the dialogue-level and summary-level.082

Finally, we obtain our MSAMSum dataset as the083

data resource for this multi-lingual research.084

For the second question, given the well-085

constructed MSAMsum dataset, we set up vari-086

ous settings for our multi-lingual dialogue sum-087

marization task, including ONE-TO-ONE, MANY-088

TO-ONE, ONE-TO-MANY and MANY-TO-MANY.089

The ONE-TO-ONE setting can be further divided090

into Mono-lingual and Cross-lingual settings. To091

further boost the research on multi-lingual dialogue092

summarization, we creatively propose one new set-093

ting, namely MIX-TO-MANY, which takes a mix-094

lingual dialogue as input and produce summaries in095

different languages. This setting is in line with the096

real world scenario that multinational participants097

can use their mother tongue to communicate with098

each other by means of instantaneous translation099

systems (depicted in Figure 1). To sum up, we set100

up five settings for the research on the whole scene101

of multi-lingual dialogue summarization.102

To illustrate the utility of our MSAMSum, we103

conduct extensive experiments under five multi-104

lingual settings based on the current multi-lingual105

pre-trained model mBART-50 (Tang et al., 2020),106

and evaluate it in both supervised and zero-shot107

manners. The results reveal the feasibility of multi-108

lingual dialogue summarization task. The case109

study also shows that the multi-lingual model is110

able to produce fluent and factual consistency sum-111

maries in different languages. We further conclude112

several future works to prompt future researches.113

2 Related Work 114

2.1 Multi-lingual Summarization 115

Multi-lingual summarization is a valuable research 116

direction, which can benefit users from various 117

countries (Cao et al., 2020). Especially, cross- 118

lingual summarization, which receives a document 119

in a source language and produces a summary in 120

a another language, has attracted lots of research 121

attentions (Wan et al., 2010). For a long time, 122

pipeline systems combining both machine transla- 123

tion and summarization tools are used to solve this 124

problem (Ouyang et al., 2019). However, pipeline 125

systems do have their own drawbacks, like error 126

propagation and system latency. Therefore, re- 127

searchers turn to end-to-end neural methods. Zhu 128

et al. (2019) first propose two cross-lingual sum- 129

marization datasets using machine translation tech- 130

niques. Afterwards, various models (Zhu et al., 131

2020b; Xu et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021) and 132

datasets (Ladhak et al., 2020; Hasan et al., 2021; 133

Varab and Schluter, 2021) are proposed for this 134

task. These works have achieved great progresses 135

and have proved the feasibility of end-to-end multi- 136

lingual summarization. In this paper, for the first 137

time, we study the dialogue summarization task 138

under various multi-lingual settings. 139

2.2 Dialogue Summarization 140

The earlier publicly available meeting datasets 141

AMI (Carletta et al., 2005) and ICSI (Janin et al., 142

2003) have prompted dialogue summarization for 143

a long time. Recently, the introduction of SAM- 144

Sum (Gliwa et al., 2019) dataset has resurged this 145

direction. Researchers propose various methods 146

to tackle this problem by incorporating auxiliary 147

information, modeling the interaction and dealing 148

with long input sequences (Chen and Yang, 2020; 149

Feng et al., 2021b; Zhu et al., 2020a). Additionally, 150

various valuable datasets are carried out to meet 151

different needs, which further accelerate the devel- 152

opment of dialogue summarization (Zhong et al., 153

2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). What 154

is more, Mehnaz et al. (2021) study dialogue sum- 155

marization under the Hindi-English code-switched 156

setting and get the best performance based on multi- 157

lingual pre-trained language models. Nonetheless, 158

the current datasets and models are mainly tailored 159

for English, which leave other languages under ex- 160

ploration. To mitigate this challenge, we propose 161

the MSAMSum to study the multi-lingual dialogue 162

summarization task. 163
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needs to contact Larry .
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Figure 2: Illustration of our data construction process. (a) Given the original English data in the SAMSum (Gliwa
et al., 2019), we translate it into another language (e.g., Chinese). Furthermore, we employ two quality controlling
methods: round-trip translation and textual entailment. (c) For the first method, we back-translate the Chinese
data into English and (d) calculate the ROUGE score between the original one and the back-translated one. (e) For
the second one, we calculate the entailment score between back-translated summary and the original summary. If
both scores exceed the pre-defined threshold, the translated dialogue-summary pair is retained.

3 The MSAMSum Dataset164

In this section, we introduce our MSAMSum165

dataset, including (1) Why we choose SAMSum166

dataset? (2) How we translate the original SAM-167

Sum dataset? (3) How we control the translation168

quality? and (4) Statistics for the newly created169

MSAMSum dataset. The whole dataset construc-170

tion process is shown in Figure 2.171

3.1 Dataset Selection172

Current dialogue summarization datasets are173

mainly tailored for English (Gliwa et al., 2019;174

Chen et al., 2021a,b; Zhang et al., 2021), result-175

ing in existing works not centring on other lan-176

guages. In order to support our multi-lingual re-177

search, we follow Zhu et al. (2019), which uses178

state-of-the-art machine translation techniques to179

construct datasets in different languages.180

Before launching the translation of the current181

dataset, we first need to choose a suitable dataset.182

After carefully comparing several datasets, we fi-183

nally choose SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) as our184

source English dataset according to the following185

two reasons: (1) it is a human-labeled large-scale186

dataset; (2) it covers a wide range of domains.187

3.2 Machine Translation188

For each dialogue-summary pair in the selected189

English SAMSum dataset (shown in Figure 2(a)),190

we translate the utterances and the summary to191

the target language (shown in Figure 2(b)) via192

high-performance machine translation service3. To193

3https://cloud.google.com/translate

make our work more representative and general- 194

ized, we choose five other official languages of 195

the United Nations as our translation target lan- 196

guages4. Note that for each dialogue, we perform 197

the translation at the utterance-level since machine 198

translation can achieve good results with utterances 199

of moderate length. After this process, we can get 200

dialogue-summary pairs in Chinese (Zh), French 201

(Fr), Arabic (Ar), Russian (Ru), Spanish(ES) and 202

also original English (En). 203

3.3 Quality Controlling 204

To ensure the data quality, we further leverage 205

two quality controlling methods. First, we employ 206

round-trip translation strategy at both dialogue and 207

summary level to filter out low-quality translations. 208

Second, at the summary level, we use textual en- 209

tailment strategy to verify factual consistency. 210

3.3.1 Round-trip Translation 211

Round-trip translation is the process of translating 212

a text into another language (forward translation), 213

then translating the result back into the original lan- 214

guage (back translation), using MT service. Given 215

the translated dialogue-summary pair in target lan- 216

guage (shown in Figure 2(b)), we back-translate it 217

into the original English version (shown in Figure 218

2(c)). Afterward, we follow Zhu et al. (2019) and 219

calculate the ROUGE-1 score (Lin, 2004) between 220

the original dialogue-summary pair and the back- 221

translated dialogue-summary pair (shown in Figure 222

2(d)). In detail, we first calculate the ROUGE-1 223

score for the corresponding utterances and the sum- 224

4https://www.un.org/en/our-work/official-languages
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Figure 3: Illustration of different multi-lingual settings. We set up five settings in total, according to the number of
input and output languages the model can handle. Concretely, the ONE-TO-ONE is the basic setting, the MANY-
TO-ONE model encodes N languages and decodes to English, while the ONE-TO-MANY model encodes English
and decodes into N languages, the MANY-TO-MANY model encodes and decodes N languages. Besides, we
originally explore one new MIX-TO-MANY setting, where the model takes a mix-lingual dialogue (utterances in a
dialogue belongs to different languages) as input and outputs summaries in different languages.

mary respectively, and then get the final ROUGE-1225

score by averaging all scores. If the final ROUGE-1226

score exceeds the pre-defined threshold, the trans-227

lated dialogue-summary pair (shown in Figure 2(b))228

is retained. Otherwise, the pair will be filtered5.229

3.3.2 Textual Entailment230

Since the summary serves as the core part of di-231

alogue summarization, it not only needs coarse-232

grained surface-level high quality but also fine-233

grained factual consistency (Huang et al., 2021).234

To this end, we adopt the textual entailment method235

to access whether the translated summary is con-236

sistent with the original summary. Specifically, we237

obtain the entailment score for the translated En-238

glish summary and the original English summary239

via state-of-the-art entailment model6, as shown in240

Figure 2(e). If the entailment score exceeds the pre-241

defined threshold, the translated dialogue-summary242

pair is retained. Otherwise, the pair will be filtered.243

3.4 Datasets Alignment and Statistics244

Following the above steps, we can get translated245

and pure datasets in different languages. Note that246

these datasets are of different sizes, which is caused247

by the quality controlling process. To unify our ex-248

periments, we get the intersection of these datasets249

in six languages, resulting in the final MSAMSum250

dataset (statistics in Table 1)7.251

5We show detailed round-trip translation ROUGE scores
in the supplementary file.

6https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/blob/main/examples
/roberta/README.md

7We show the statistics for different parts before alignment
in the supplementary file.

8https://forum.wordreference.com/threads/english-to-
arabic-length-change.1495268/

Train Valid Test
# 5307 302 320
Avg.Turns 11.01 10.48 11.15

E
n Avg.Tokens 115.72 115.19 118.21

Avg.Sum 22.18 22.33 22.06

Z
h Avg.Chars 242.08 237.39 246.95

Avg.Sum 34.65 35.36 35.08

Fr

Avg.Tokens 99.33 99.01 102.5
Avg.Sum 19.30 19.47 19.16

A
r Avg.Tokens 57.17 55.85 56.63

Avg.Sum 18.81 18.71 18.80

R
u Avg.Tokens 89.00 88.53 91.11

Avg.Sum 15.99 16.07 . 6.11

E
s Avg.Tokens 89.83 89.35 92.08

Avg.Sum 18.67 18.60 18.68

Table 1: Statistics for MSAMSum dataset. “#" means
the number of dialogue-summary pairs, “Avg.Turns",
“Avg.Tokens", “Avg.Chars" and “Avg.Sum" mean the
average number of turns of dialogues, tokens of di-
alogues, characters of dialogues and tokens of sum-
maries respectively. Note that sentences in Arabic tend
to be shorter than those in other languages8.

4 Multi-lingual Settings 252

In this section, we introduce various multi-lingual 253

dialogue summarization settings, including a newly 254

proposed MIX-TO-MANY setting. All settings are 255

depicted in Figure 3. 256

4.1 ONE-TO-ONE 257

The ONE-TO-ONE setting can be viewed as a spe- 258

cific type of multi-lingual setting, where the model 259

can merely handle the input of one language and the 260

output of one language. According to whether the 261
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Figure 4: Illustration of the mix-lingual dialogue construction process. Given one English dialogue, we first group
utterances for the same participant and get the averaged round-trip translation ROUGE-1 score for each language.
Then, we adopt a greedy search strategy to assign each participant a language. Finally, we can get the mix-lingual
dialogue associated with summaries in different languages.

input and output belong to the same language, this262

setting can be further divided into Mono-lingual263

setting (shown in Figure 3(a)) and Cross-lingual264

setting (shown in Figure 3(b)).265

Experimental Setting: For mono-lingual exper-266

iments, we train six models based on {En→En},267

{Zh→Zh}, {Fr→Fr}, {Ar→Ar}, {Ru→Ru} and268

{Es→Es} mono-lingual pairs respectively. For269

cross-lingual experiments, we train two models270

based on {En→Zh} and {Zh→En} cross-lingual271

pairs respectively. All eight models are tested in272

supervised manner.273

4.2 MANY-TO-ONE and ONE-TO-MANY274

MANY-TO-ONE models are able to process dia-275

logues in various languages and output the sum-276

mary in one language, as shown in Figure 3(c).277

On the contrary, ONE-TO-MANY models have the278

ability to produce summaries in various languages279

given a fixed language input, as shown in Figure280

3(d). Both settings require models with multi-281

lingual capabilities.282

Experimental Setting: For MANY-TO-ONE ex-283

periments, we train one model based on all284

{En→En, Zh→En, Fr→En, Ar→En, Ru→En,285

Es→En} pairs. For ONE-TO-MANY experiments,286

we train one model based on all {En→En, En→Zh,287

En→Fr, En→Ar, En→Ru, En→Es} pairs. These288

two models are tested in supervised manner.289

4.3 MANY-TO-MANY290

As shown in Figure 3(e), MANY-TO-MANY mod-291

els can take dialogues in various languages as in-292

puts and produce summaries in various languages.293

Thanks to the pre-trained multi-lingual language 294

models (Liu et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020), based 295

on which, MANY-TO-MANY models can perform 296

zero-shot summarization even though the input- 297

output language pair is not seen during the training 298

process. 299

Experimental Setting: For MANY-TO-MANY 300

experiments, we train one model based on all 301

{En→En, Zh→Zh, Fr→Fr, Ar→Ar, Ru→Ru, 302

Es→Es} pairs and test it in both supervised and 303

zero-shot manners. 304

4.4 MIX-TO-MANY 305

Nowadays, dialogue participants from different 306

countries can use their mother tongue to communi- 307

cate with each other based on instantaneous trans- 308

lation systems. To investigate the possibility of 309

generating summaries directly from mix-lingual 310

dialogues (utterances in different languages), we 311

come up with an innovative new setting: MIX-TO- 312

MANY, as shown in Figure 3(f). 313

To this end, we first simulate the real scenario 314

and construct mix-lingual dialogue-summary pairs, 315

the whole construction process is shown in Figure 316

4. Given each English dialogue in MSAMSum 317

(shown in Figure 4(a)), we first group utterances 318

by participants, which results in several groups for 319

different participants (shown in Figure 4(b)). Then, 320

for each group, we calculate the average round- 321

trip translation ROUGE-1 score for each language 322

(shown in Figure 4(c)). Afterward, we adopt a 323

greedy search strategy to assign each participant a 324

language (shown in Figure 4(d)). The goal of our 325

strategy is twofold: choose as many languages as 326

possible and as high-quality translations as possi- 327
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Figure 5: Statistics for mix-lingual dialogues. (a) We
show the language distribution by calculating the num-
ber of dialogues containing one specific language; (b)
We provide the distribution of the number of languages
included in the dialogue.

ble. Finally, we can get the mix-lingual dialogue,328

in which utterances are in different languages. The329

number of mix-lingual dialogues is in line with330

MSAMSum. The statistics for mix-lingual dia-331

logues are shown in Figure 5. Finally, we pair the332

mix-lingual dialogue with summaries in different333

languages (shown in Figure 4(e)).334

Experimental Setting: For MIX-TO-MANY ex-335

periments, we train one model based on336

all {Mix→En, Mix→Zh, Mix→Fr, Mix→Ar,337

Mix→Ru, Mix→Es} pairs and test it in supervised338

manner.339

5 Experiments340

In this section, we first introduce our model341

mBART-50. After, we describe the evaluation met-342

rics. Finally, we show the implementation details.343

5.1 Backbone Model344

We employ mBART-50 (Tang et al., 2020) as our345

multi-lingual summarizer, which is a Transformer-346

based model and pre-trained on a huge volume347

of multi-lingual data. It is derived from mBART348

(Liu et al., 2020) and extends the language process-349

ing capabilities from 25 languages to 50 languages350

in total. The architecture of mBART-50 is based351

on the BART (Lewis et al., 2020), which adopts352

position-wise feed-forward network, multi-head at-353

tention (Vaswani et al., 2017), residual connection354

(He et al., 2016) and layer normalization (Ba et al.,355

2016) modules to map the source dialogue into dis-356

tributed representations and further generate the 357

target summary. 358

To handle various input and output languages, 359

mBART-50 needs to receive inputs with language 360

identifiers (e.g., En, Zh) at both the encoder and the 361

decoder side. According to the practical experience, 362

we set both the source language identifier and target 363

language identifier at the start of the source and 364

target sequences respectively. 365

5.2 Evaluation Metrics 366

The most widely used metrics for summarization 367

are ROUGE scores (Lin, 2004). However, the orig- 368

inal ROUGE is specifically designed for English. 369

To make this metric suitable for our experiments, 370

we employ the multi-lingual ROUGE (Hasan et al., 371

2021) as our evaluation metrics, which takes seg- 372

mentation and popular stemming algorithms for 373

various languages into consideration9. 374

5.3 Implementation Details 375

For MSAMSum construction, we set round-trip 376

translation ROUGE-1 threshold to 80.00 and the 377

textual entailment threshold to 0.9. For experi- 378

ments, we use the standard mBART-50 implementa- 379

tion provided by Huggingface/transformers10. For 380

fine-tuning process, the learning rate is set to 5e-06, 381

the dropout rate is 0.1, the warmup is set to 2000 382

and the batch size is 4. In the test process, beam 383

size is 5, the minimum decoded length is 10 and the 384

maximum length is 150. All our experiments are 385

conducted based on the Tesla-V100-32GB GPU. 386

6 Results 387

In this section, we describe experimental results 388

and show our analyses for different settings. 389

6.1 ONE-TO-ONE Results 390

Table 2 shows the results for ONE-TO-ONE set- 391

ting, including both the mono-lingual and the 392

cross-lingual experiments. According to the 52.98 393

ROUGE-1 score achieved by fine-tuning BART- 394

large on full English SAMSum dataset (Chen and 395

Yang, 2020), we can see that our experiments 396

achieve impressive results. For mono-lingual exper- 397

iments, Ar→Ar results perform worse than others 398

to some extent, we attribute this to the fact that 399

the Arabic language processing capability of the 400

9https://github.com/csebuetnlp/xl-sum/tree/master/
multilingual_rouge_scoring

10https://huggingface.co/facebook/mbart-large-50-many-
to-many-mmt
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ONE-TO-ONE
Src→Tgt R-1 R-2 R-L

Mono-lingual
En→En 49.16 24.18 40.15
Es→Es 43.95 20.01 35.87
Zh→Zh 40.11 16.93 33.48
Fr→Fr 41.77 19.20 34.47

Ru→Ru 37.95 15.74 31.76
Ar→Ar 28.66 6.61 23.07

Cross-lingual
Zh→En 45.75 20.18 36.90
En→Zh 42.62 17.43 34.88

Table 2: Test set results on the different language pairs
of MSAMSum dataset by fine-tuning mBART-50 un-
der the ONE-TO-ONE setting, where “R” is short for
“ROUGE”.

MANY-TO-ONE
Src→Tgt R-1 R-2 R-L
En→En 48.18 22.43 38.63
Zh→En 45.01 17.76 35.49
Fr→En 44.22 18.49 35.30
Ar→En 31.09 08.00 24.18
Ru→En 44.20 17.53 35.06
Es→En 44.50 17.97 35.56

Table 3: Test set results on the different language pairs
of MSAMSum dataset by fine-tuning mBART-50 under
the MANY-TO-ONE setting.

pre-trained mBART-50 is relatively weak, which401

is in line with the size of original pre-training cor-402

pus (Lewis et al., 2020). For cross-lingual experi-403

ments, surprisingly, we find that En→Zh get better404

results compared with Zh→Zh, which may due to405

the model’s strong English comprehension ability.406

6.2 MANY-TO-ONE and ONE-TO-MANY407

Results408

Table 3 and table 4 show results for MANY-TO-409

ONE and ONE-TO-MANY settings respectively.410

For both settings, we find that the results of the411

multi-lingual model varied less between pairs com-412

pared with ONE-TO-ONE models. For the MANY-413

TO-ONE model, the results of En→En and Zh→En414

are slightly worse than results of corresponding415

single ONE-TO-ONE models. This is because the416

MANY-TO-ONE model needs to handle multiple417

languages, which may cause the parameters inter-418

ference problem (Lin et al., 2021), and is therefore419

inferior to a single expert model. In contrast, the420

ONE-TO-MANY
Src→Tgt R-1 R-2 R-L
En→En 49.84 24.73 40.67
En→Es 47.27 21.82 37.87
En→Zh 43.86 18.25 35.56
En→Fr 44.33 19.58 35.20
En→Ru 41.26 15.76 33.00
En→Ar 39.71 14.96 32.82

Table 4: Test set results on the different language pairs
of MSAMSum dataset by fine-tuning mBART-50 under
the ONE-TO-MANY setting.

MANY-TO-MANY
Src→Tgt En Zh Fr Ar Ru Es

En 36.79 30.83 30.76 20.93 28.35 34.51
Zh 18.46 35.56 30.65 25.93 30.03 33.01
Fr 22.90 31.77 36.25 26.25 29.94 34.01
Ar 14.64 20.69 20.72 23.47 19.74 22.94
Ru 22.57 32.02 30.08 25.27 33.28 32.58
Es 27.74 32.09 31.97 25.75 30.11 37.21

Table 5: Test set R-L results on the different language
pairs of MSAMSum dataset by fine-tuning mBART-50
under the MANY-TO-MANY setting. Results in bold
are achieved by supervised summarization. Results in
italics are achieved by zero-shot summarization.

ONE-TO-MANY model improves the performance 421

of both En→En and En→Zh results, which shows 422

the ONE-TO-MANY training setting enhances the 423

model’s English understanding ability. Addition- 424

ally, both Ar→En and En→Ar get relatively lower 425

results, which coincide with the findings in ONE- 426

TO-ONE experiments. 427

6.3 MANY-TO-MANY Results 428

Table 5 shows ROUGE-L results for the MANY- 429

TO-MANY setting11. We test each language pair 430

in the cartesian product of six languages, which re- 431

sults in two types of manners: supervised and zero- 432

shot summarization. For the supervised manner 433

(results in bold), almost all results show the best 434

performance. For the zero-shot manner (results in 435

italics), we find that despite the model is fine-tuned 436

based on mono-lingual dialogue-summary pairs, it 437

still has the strong ability to perform summariza- 438

tion across different languages. In line with pre- 439

vious experiments, we find the MANY-TO-MANY 440

model that balances across various languages in- 441

evitably loses some performances compared with 442

the ONE-TO-ONE model. Nonetheless, the MANY- 443

11We show all ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L scores
in the supplementary file.
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MIX-TO-MANY
Src→Tgt R-1 R-2 R-L
Mix→En 44.68 17.78 35.17
Mix→Es 43.51 18.08 34.75
Mix→Zh 40.76 15.76 33.14
Mix→Fr 41.50 17.04 32.76
Mix→Ru 38.26 13.38 30.75
Mix→Ar 36.06 12.09 29.60

Table 6: Test set results on the different language pairs
of MSAMSum dataset by fine-tuning mBART-50 under
the MIX-TO-MANY setting.

TO-MANY model, which greatly reduces the de-444

ployment cost while preserving the performance,445

is an important research direction in the future.446

6.4 MIX-TO-MANY Results447

Table 6 shows the results for the MIX-TO-MANY448

setting. As the first step towards this direction,449

we find that current multi-lingual pre-trained mod-450

els can obtain encouraging results. The Mix→Es,451

Mix→Zh, Mix→Fr and Mix→Ru models achieve452

comparable results with respect to the correspond-453

ing ONE-TO-ONE model. These results verify that454

despite the multi-lingual model only deals with one455

language at a time in the pre-training progress, after456

fine-tuning, it can handle mix-lingual inputs con-457

currently. Surprisingly, the Mix→Ar results even458

surpass the performance of singe Ar→Ar model.459

We think this is due to the mix-lingual dialogue es-460

sentially acts as an utterance-level code-switching461

data, which helps the representation space of the462

low-resource language align with other languages.463

This also inspire us that it would be better to gen-464

erate the low-resource language summary directly465

from the mix-lingual dialogue.466

6.5 Case Study467

Figure 6 shows summaries in different languages468

generated by the ONE-TO-MANY model for an ex-469

ample English dialogue. We can see that all the470

generated summaries achieve good ROUGE perfor-471

mance, with English being the highest. We find that472

the multi-lingual model can generate fluent sum-473

maries while preserving the important information474

of the dialogue. Besides, the model also has the475

ability to accurately express participants informa-476

tion (e.g., Elliot, Jordan) and keep entities’ factual477

consistency (e.g., 8 pm) across different languages.478

English Dialogue
Elliot : I can't talk rn , I'm rly busy.
Elliot : Can I call u back in about 2 hours?
Jordan : Not really , I'm going to a funeral.
Jordan : I'll call you tonight , ok? 
Elliot : Sure
Elliot : Whose funeral is it?
Jordan : My colleague's , Brad.
Jordan : I told you about him , he had a liver cancer.
Elliot : I'm so sorry man , I hope u're ok.
Elliot : I'll call u at 8 pm.

Generated Summaries (One-to-many)

English
Elliot can't talk because he's busy. Jordan is going to a 
funeral for his colleague, Brad, who had a liver cancer. 
Elliot will call him at 8 pm.

Chinese 乔丹要去参加他的同事布拉德的葬礼。他得了肝癌。
埃利奥特将在晚上8点给乔丹打电话。

Russian
Джордан собирается на похороны своего коллегы 
Брэда, у него рак печени.Элиот позвонит 
Джордана в 20: 00.

French
Elliot ne peut pas parler parce qu'il est occupé.Jordan
va au funeral de son collègue, Brad, qui a un cancer du 
foie.Il appellera Elliot à 20 h.

Arabic  فوستیلیإ.دبكلا ناطرسھیدل دارب اھلیمز ةزانج ىلإ باھذلا وھندروج
.ءاسم ةنماثلا ةعاسلا يف ھل وعدن

Spanish
Elliot no puede hablar porque está ocupado.Jordan va a 
un funeral de su colega, Brad, que tuvo un cáncer de 
hepática.Eliot llamará a Jordan a las 8 p.m.

[71.19-42.11-50.85]

[66.67-40.00-35.09]

[58.38-30.00-38.10]

[68.97-42.86-55.17]

[57.78-27.91-31.11]

[60.71-29.63-39.29]

Figure 6: Example English dialogue in the MSAMSum
dataset and summaries in different languages generated
by the ONE-TO-MANY model. The scores in square
brackets are R-1, R-2 and R-L respectively.

7 Conclusion and Future Work 479

In this paper, we innovatively explore the multi- 480

lingual dialogue summarization task. To this end, 481

we carefully create MSAMSum as our testbed, 482

which covers dialogue-summary pairs in six lan- 483

guages, including English, Chinese, Russian, 484

French, Arabic and Spanish. Furthermore, we 485

systematically set up five multi-lingual settings to 486

benchmark extensive experiments. Our results in- 487

dicate that various models can achieve impressive 488

performance based on pre-trained models. Besides, 489

the newly proposed MIX-TO-MANY setting also 490

shows its effectiveness in low-resource scenarios. 491

In the future, we think several concerns need to 492

be addressed for this task. Firstly, multi-lingual 493

models tend to underperform mono-lingual mod- 494

els; Secondly, low-resource languages tend to per- 495

form poorly; Thirdly, the difficulty of aligning fine- 496

grained information in different languages. Future 497

works should pay particular attention to these con- 498

cerns to facilitate this multi-lingual dialogue sum- 499

marization research direction. 500
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MANY-TO-MANY
Src→Tgt En Zh Fr Ar Ru Es

En 48.00/22.29/36.79 37.51/13.82/30.83 38.81/14.56/30.76 24.48/8.16/20.93 34.50/11.49/28.35 42.86/17.38/34.51
Zh 24.24/8.37/18.46 43.75/19.14/35.56 39.80/13.96/30.65 32.28/10.10/25.93 37.82/12.87/30.03 41.97/16.08/33.01
Fr 29.71/08.69/22.90 39.53/13.73/31.77 45.26/21.60/36.25 31.92/10.34/26.25 37.11/12.17/29.94 42.59/16.59/34.01
Ar 18.75/3.74/14.64 25.27/6.36/20.69 26.46/6.30/20.72 29.15/7.76/23.47 24.48/5.04/19.74 29.24/6.89/22.94
Ru 30.88/9.99/22.57 39.80/14.46/32.02 38.29/13.84/30.08 30.72/9.49/25.27 41.50/15.95/33.28 41.53/15.18/32.58
Es 37.18/12.14/27.74 39.79/15.05/32.09 41.04/15.91/31.97 31.41/10.18/25.75 37.34/12.02/30.11 46.40/21.53/37.21

Table 7: Test set ROUGE-1/ROUGE-2/ROUGE-L results on the different language pairs of MSAMSum dataset
by fine-tuning mBART-50 under the MANY-TO-MANY setting. Results in bold are achieved by supervised sum-
marization. Results in italics are achieved by zero-shot summarization.

A Ethical Considerations729

As we propose a new multi-lingual dialogue sum-730

marization dataset and conduct experiments based731

on large pre-trained language models, we make732

several clarifications to address potential concerns:733

• Dataset: Since our MSAMSum is derived734

from the SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019), which735

is a well-constructed and human-labelled736

dataset. Therefore, our dataset inherits the737

contents of SAMSum and does not contain738

toxic information.739

• Model: The experiments described in this pa-740

per are based on the mBART-50-large (Tang741

et al., 2020) and make use of V100 GPUs.742

Despite we run dozens of experiments, our743

results could help reduce parameter searches744

for future works. We also consider to alleviate745

such resource-hungry challenge by exploring746

light-weight distilled models.747

B Detailed MANY-TO-MANY Results748

Table 7 shows detailed ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and749

ROUGE-L results for MANY-TO-MANY experi-750

ments in both supervised and zero-shot manners,751

as a supplement to Table 5.752

C Round-trip Translation ROUGE753

Scores754

Table 8 shows the average ROUGE scores between755

the English data in SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019)756

and the round-trip translated English data. These757

results indicate the overall translation quality.758

D The Changing of Data Size759

Table 9 shows how the data size changes. After760

quality controlling process, we can get different761

data size for different languages (before alignment).762

After taking the intersection of different languages,763

we get our final MSAMSum (after alignment).764

R-1 R-2 R-L

Tr
ai

n

Zh 84.57 60.87 86.77
Ru 75.97 47.70 78.91
Es 75.05 46.43 78.19
Ar 76.09 48.13 79.02
Fr 75.53 47.02 78.68

V
al

id

Zh 84.47 60.80 86.69
Ru 75.57 46.81 78.56
Es 74.85 46.19 77.99
Ar 75.97 48.09 78.93
Fr 75.24 46.74 78.40

Te
st

Zh 84.11 59.91 86.32
Ru 75.74 47.18 78.67
Es 74.68 45.63 77.84
Ar 75.56 47.24 78.48
Fr 75.15 46.39 78.33

Table 8: The average ROUGE scores between each
original English data in the SAMSum (Gliwa et al.,
2019) and corresponding round-trip translated English
data for five languages.

Train Valid Test
Original

SAMSum 14732 818 819
Before alignment

Zh 11738 658 660
Ru 6089 329 354
Es 6697 369 370
Ar 6341 340 337
Fr 7523 426 417

After alignment

Final 5307 302 320

Table 9: The size of datasets at different stages.
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